ARITHMETIC PROPERTIES OF BERNOULLI
CONVOLUTIONS^
BY

ADRIANO M. GARSIA

Introduction and historical remarks. Let A(x) denote the distribution
function of a random variable which takes the values ±1 with equal proba-

bility, and let
(1.1)

r = (fi, r2, - ■ ■ ,rn, - ■ ■)

denote a sequence of positive real numbers.
It is well known(2) that the infinite convolution

(1.2)

F(x, r) = A (— j * A (~j * • • • * A ( —J * • • •

converges to a distribution

function if and only if
eo

(1.3)

2>n<«>.
n-1

Here and in the following we shall suppose that this condition is satisfied.
It is easy to show that F(x, r) is continuous. Since it can be shown (see
[4]) that it is always "pure," i.e. either absolutely continuous or purely
singular, the question arises for which sequences r, E(x, r) enjoys the former
or the latter property.
Under the sole condition (1.3), very little is known to this date. There
are some conditions (cf. [8]) on the speed of convergence of J^n-i r\ which
assure that E(x, r) is infinitely many times differentiable. These conditions
are of the type n~'t/n'úrnúW/n"
(for n^ra„,7) for some a> 1/2 and all y>0.
More recently Kahane and Salem (cf. [5]) have found a condition of arithmetical nature which, when applicable, assures not only that E(x, r) is
absolutely continuous but that its Fourier transform is square integrable.
Their result can be so described. Let

ei""dF(x, r)
/+CO

and Mn denote the number of solutions to the inequality
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(1.5)

| (±rx ±r2±

■ ■ ■ ±rn)-

[March

(±r, ± r, ± • • • ± r») | < ( ¿

'l)

•

Then any of the following conditions
(a)

(1.6)

(b)

A(u, r) Q L2(— °°, + oo),

- K¿,y

lim inf-<

M„

\*=-n+l

- *•(£,-)'"

oo

(c) lim sup-<

/

implies the remaining ones.
Some additional information
more restrictive condition

(1.7)

M„

\i=n+l

is available

oo,

/

when the sequence r satisfies the

ZrB<».
n—X

Since a simultaneous change of scale in the rn does not affect the smoothness
of P(x, r), when (1.7) is satisfied, we can actually assume
CO

(1.8)

Z>.S1.

n—X

In this case F(x, r) has an interesting
We introduce the quantities

(1.9)

fc_l-fr,
1 -

probabilistic

+ ft+...
(/i + r2 +

interpretation.

+ ,J_

• • • + rn-i)

Clearly

(1.10)

0 < |„ < 1

and

(1.11)

ft - fife • • • &-i(l - b).

Vice versa, given any sequence (£i, £2, • • •, £«, • • )QIXIX
■ ■ ■ XIX • ■ ■
in the infinite product of the interval 7= (0, 1) with itself and defining ra by
means of (1.11) we obtain a sequence r satisfying (1.8).
Starting with the £„ we define the following random walk. We let x0 = 0,
then, inductively, for each «^1, with equal probability we let x„ stay at
x»_i or go to the point z„, where z„ divides the interval (x„_i, 1) in the ratio

(1-{.)/*It is easy to show that
(1.12)

Xn = Xn-X + an^2

where a» = 1 or 0 with equal probability.

■ • ■ &_l(l

-

{„)

We thus get
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(1.13)

xn = 23 Wk.

411

N

k-i

Setting ak=(\+tpk)/2,
where the <pkare independent
the values ± 1 with equal probability and letting

random variables taking

N

y = 2~1^r>rn,

y n = 2-e fy-Jn,

Fn(x, r) = Proben

^ x}

n-l

we obtain that

1 »

(1.14)

1

xn = — 2srn
¿

+ — yif

n-l

¿

and
FN(x, r) -> F(x, r)(').

(1.15)
In other words

F(x,r)

(1.16)

= Prob{y g x}.

Under this setup the first criterion one finds is rather elementary.

£„<l/2

In fact, if

for all « or equivalently if
00

(1.17)

rB>

2Z rk
I-n+l

the random walk x„ is contained

in a nowhere dense set E whose measure is

given by
CO

m(E) = lim 2» £
n->»

r» -

jfc_„+i

lim 2»&, £« • • • £B(4).
n->«

Then clearly if m(E)=0,
F(x, r) must be singular. On the other hand if
w(E)>0
it can be shown (cf. [4]) that F(x, r) is absolutely
continuous.
Since the smoothness of E(x, r) depends only on the tail of r, similar results
hold when (1.17) is satisfied from some time on.
The real difficulties arise when (1.17) is never satisfied or only occasionally satisfied. In the former case it can be shown that the range of y is
the full interval (0, 1), and such simple considerations
do not apply. Nevertheless, since in the space IXIXIX
- - - (6) of all random sequences

($i, &,■••,€•,*••)

0<€«<1 the event
"F(x, r) absolutely continuous"

(3) Actually, for this relation ( 1.7) is not needed. In fact y = Xn-i i r»ls defined for almost
all changes of sign if and only if 2^rB< °°(4) (1.17) assures the existence of this limit.
(6) With a probability measure defined by the product Lebesgue measure.
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is a tail event, the function P(x, r) must be either almost surely absolutely
continuous or almost surely singular. It is quite likely that it is almost surely
absolutely continuous; however, no such result is available.
However, it is worth pointing out that Kahane and Salem (cf. [5]) were

able to show that if r is defined by (1.11) and
(1)

£n = a„ + 7Jn(bn ~ on),

(2)

liminf(aia2

(3)

bn -

then in the space IXIXIX

bn > On,

0 g Vn =1 1,

• • • a»)l/n > 1/2,
an ^ e-°("\

■ • • of all random sequences

v = (vu Vi, ■ • ■,Vn, ■ • ■)

0 5¡ m g 1

the Fourier transform k(u, r) of P(x, r) is almost surely in L2(— », + oo).
Other scattered results of this nature are available (for further references
cf. [3]), and all seem to point out that the singularity of P(x, r) is more the
exception than the rule. Nonetheless, examples are easily constructed
(even
when £„> 1/2 for all n) to illustrate that F(x, r) may also be singular.
A most interesting particular case of the general problem is obtained by
setting rn=(i-ß)ßn~l
(0<j8<1)
or equivalently
£i = £2= • • • =£» = 0. It
follows then from the above considerations that P(x, ß)(6) is purely singular

when ß< 1/2.
A mystery surrounds the case j3> 1/2. It was repeatedly conjectured that
F(x, ß) ought to be absolutely continuous for (3>l/2. However, already in
1939 Erdös (cf. [l]) showed that when ß is the reciprocal of a Pisot-Vijayaraghavan number [9], then not only F(x, ß) is not absolutely continuous but
actually A(u, ß) does not even tend to zero at infinity. Perhaps we should
recall that an algebraic integer a is called a Pisot-Vijayaraghavan
number
when all its conjugates are in absolute value less than one. Erdös then exhibited the solution of j32+/3-1 = 0 and ß3+ß2-l=0
as examples of /3>l/2
for which F(x, ß) is singular. Siegel (in [14]) showed later that the positive
solution of a3 —a —1 = 0 is the smallest P.V. number, and Pisot and Dufresnoy
[lO] showed that the solution of a2 —a —1 = 0 is the smallest limit point of
such numbers. Salem in [13] showed that A(m, ß) does not tend to zero only
if ß is the reciprocal of a Pisot-Vijayaraghavan
number. Thus after
ß>ßo (ßlA-ßl-i
= 0) the function A(m, ß) tends to zero as m—»oo.

Erdös [2] has shown that for almost all ß in the interval 1/2^/3g

l/2!/2

we have

(1.18)
for a constant

|A(«,/3)| -0(1/|«
7 > 0 independent

h

of ß. From his method it is actually

possible

(*) Here and in the following, when r = (ß, ß\ • ■ • , ß", • • • ) in our formulas we shall

replace r by ß.
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to show that

for any ßi, ß2 (0<ft<ft<l)

there exists a constant

y(ft,

413
ß2)

for which (1.18) holds for almost all ftG(ft, ft). Erdös used the result (1.18)
to show that there exists a sequence of numbers ft—>1 such that E(x, ß) has
k derivatives for almost all ftG(ft, 1). This result can be easily obtained from

(1.18) and the identity
(1.19)

A(u, ß) = A(u, ßn)A(uß, ß") ■ ■ • A(ußn~\ ß")

valid for all integers n.
It is worth while to point out that from Vieta's identity

sin m
A(u, 1/2) =-,
u

thus in view of (1.19) it follows that E(x, (1/2)1/n) has n derivatives.
This together with the stated results would seem to suggest that perhaps
E(x, ft is absolutely continuous for almost all 1/2<j3<1/21/2,
differentiable
for almost all l/21/2</3<l/3-21/2,
etc. No such results are available.
The nature of the set of ß for which F(x, ft is singular is still unknown.
The results of our investigations
seem to suggest that the singularity of
E(x, ft may only occur when ß is algebraic and satisfies a polynomial equation with coefficients + 1 or 0. This conjecture we have been unable to prove
or disprove. If false, an example to the contrary would be very valuable for
further investigations.
Perhaps it is worth while to mention, before closing this introduction,
that the random variable y— 2n-i (± l)ft as well as its distribution E(x, ft
have recently arisen in connection with some psychological experiments (for
further references see [7] and [6]) and in some problems of data transmission
(see for instance [12]).
The main results of this paper are some criteria which assure the absolute
continuity
of E(x, r) and some criteria which assure its singularity.
These
criteria are far from being necessary, but they appear to be fruitful in some
special cases. In each case we illustrate our results with examples.
1. Criteria for the absolute continuity of F(x, r). 1.1. Our first result depends upon a rather intuitive lemma on the theory of distribution functions.
Lemma 1.1. Let yn be a sequence of random variables with respective distributions Fn(x). Let y be a random variable with a continuous distribution F(x).
Suppose that the random variables
zn =ly

-

yB

tend to zero in probability, which implies that for all x

lim E»(x) = F(x).
If, in addition, each y„ assumes only a finite number of values
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2

yn,

y»,

[March

*„
- • •,

y»

and for each j, n

(1.11)

Pr{y„= yl} £ 4 inf
\ yl - yi\
»Vj

then F(x) is absolutely continuous with a derivative bounded by A.

Proof. For a given interval (a, b] suppose that the values of yB in (a, b] are
a <yn

<yn

<

• • • <yn

úb.

In view of (1.11) we shall have
A(b - a) > A [yn - yl"1 + y»'1 - y»~* + • • • + yù - y»]
^

Pr{y„

= yB'} +

= Fn(b) -Fn(a)

?r{yn

-Pr{yn

= yB'-1} +

• • • +

Pr{y„

= yB'}

= y„'}.

However, since

Pr{yB - yi} S Pr{ | y - ¿\

Ú •} + Pr{ | zn\ > *},

as n—r oo we shall have

E(6) - F (a) Ú A(b- a).
This proves the assertion.
1.2. We can now establish our first criterion.
be a sequence of positive numbers such that
(1.21)

Let r = (n, r2, - - • , r„, - - - )

¿rB<<».
n-l

Let An indicate

the set of all «-tuples
a = (ai, a2, ■ ■ • , an)

withöi=

+1, 0 (t=l,

2, • • • , «), and |d| +\a2\ + ■ ■ • +\a„\ ¿¿0. Let

mn(r) = min | aifi + a2r2 + • • • + anrn \ .
aeAn

Finally let Epr for every positive integer p indicate the sequence
(rp+i,

rp+2, ■ - - , fp+n, • • • )•

We shall have the following
Theorem

1.2. If the sequence r is such that there exists a p for which

lim inf 2nmn(Epr) > 0
n-»«¡
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then the function

F(x, r) is absolutely continuous

Proof. The assumptions

415

with a bounded derivative.

imply that there exist p, no and a constant

<r>0

such that
(1.22)

mn(Epr) > a/2"

for w^«o. Since mn(Epr) does not increase with n, (1.22) implies that
m„(Epr)>0
for all n and therefore there must exist a (maybe smaller) constant a such that (1.22) becomes true for all n.
To prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that the function F(x, Epr)
is absolutely continuous with a bounded derivative. In fact, we have

F(x, r) = Fp(x, r) * F(x, Epr)
where Fp(x, r) denotes the distribution function of yp = + ri + r2 + • • • ±rn
and the star denotes convolution product.
For convenience of notation we might as well suppose p = 0 and assume

that
2"mn(r) > a/2 > 0

for all n.

However, this implies that the values y„= ±ri±r2±
■ • • ±r„ are all distinct and that if y„', y„" come from two different sign distributions,
we have
| y»' - y»" | è <r/2» = «r Pr{y„ = y„'} = a Pr{y„ = yn"}.

Thus the theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.1.
1.3. To understand the strength of the assumption in Theorem

1.2 we

should point out that (1.21) implies that
lim sup 2nm„(r) < oo.
n-,m

In fact, there will exist a large constant M and a suitable integer «o such that
for all n^n0 for more than half of the possible sign distributions
the numbers
± rx ± r2 ± • • • ± r»

will fall in the interval

[ —M, M]. But such an interval

contains

only 2B_1

intervals of amplitude 4M/2".
1.4. Nevertheless, Theorem 1.2 affords an easy way to construct sequences
r for which P(x, r) is Lipschitzian(7).
If r=(ß, ß2, • • • , ßn, ■ ■ • ) for some

l/2</3<l,
in general it is quite difficult to verify whether
applies. In fact, for such a sequence mn(r) is the same as

(1.41)
where the minimum

Theorem

1.2

polynomials

of

mn(ß) = mm\P»(ß)\
is taken over all nonidentically

vanishing

the type
(7) For instance if r„ = a„/2" where {a»j is any sequence such that an_i£a.ao>0

Theorem 1.2 applies.

then
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Pn(x)

= aix + a2x2 +

[March

• • • + a„x"

where a¿= ±1, 0. The condition mn(ß)^Q for all n translates into the condition that ß should not be a root of any polynomials with coefficients ±1,0.

The condition
lim inf 2nmn(ß) > 0

(1.42)

expresses the fact that ß should be far from such roots in a rather strong sense.
The observations of 1.3 make it seem quite unlikely that the ß's in (1/2, 1)
which satisfy (1.42) could fill more than a set of zero Lebesgue measure.
We do not know of any rationals in (1/2, 1) which satisfy (1.42); as a
matter of fact it is not even clear, given integers p, q which are relatively
prime, whether or not for each n we must necessarily have
mm

aipn~l

+

a2pn~2q

+

■■■+

anqn~l

\ >

1.

1.5. We shall now present a few lemmas which help in the characterization

of a family of algebraic numbers ftG(l/2,

1) for which (1.42) is fulfilled.

Lemma 1.51. Let a be an algebraic integer greater than o«e(8). Let ai,a2, • • • ,
a, denote the conjugates of a and o denote the number of i such that | a,| =1. If
A (x) is a polynomial with integer coefficients and height M of degree at most n

for which A (a) 9e0 ; then

n 11«*i
-ii
(1.51)

|4(«)|^—

'

/

1)'(

(n+

\ n+l

Il Ia*I) M-

\|a,|>l

/

Proof. Such a result is quite standard, but for sake of completeness
shall include its proof. In view of the hypothesis we necessarily have

A(a)A(ai)

(1.52)

- - ■ A(a,)\

we

è 1.

But in any case

A(a%)

Ú M(\ + I ai +
M

+ | «,•!»)

1- I<*<
I

if

(n + \)M

if

Cti\

= 1,

if

a»

> 1.

If | ail**1

I a,-1- 1

(8) We recall that an algebraic integer is defined as a root of a polynomial
coefficients and leading coefficient plus or minus one.

< 1,

with integer
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Combining

these inequalities

417

with (1.52) the lemma follows.

Lemma 1.52. If a, ax, a2, ■ • • , a, and a are defined as in the previous lemma
and in addition a does not satisfy any polynomial with integer coefficients and
height 1, then setting ß=l/awe
necessarily have

n iM-ii
(1.53)

mn(ß) è -^y-—

•

n°\a n
\

Proof. For any nontrivial
the type A(x) =ßix+

\ai\>X

polynomial

i ai i )
I

over the integers of height one of

■ • • -\-anxn we shall have

A(B) = (l/a*)A*(a)
where A*(x) is a similar polynomial of degree n — 1 at most. The assumptions
imply that A*(a) is different from zero; thus Lemma 1.51 applies with M= 1,

and (1.53) necessarily holds.
1.6. A comparison of (1.53) with (1.42) suggests that we should look for
algebraic integers a > 1 which do not satisfy any polynomial equation of
height one and for which either

(1.61)

(a) 0-5*0

and

H = a J{

|a¿|

<2

K-I>i

or

(1.62)

(b) a = 0 and P = «II

The considerations
sibility

the equality

As a matter

l«<l á 2.

of 1.3 clearly exclude case (a) and leave as the only possign for the inequality

in (b).

of fact, the following lemma holds:

Lemma 1.6. If a> 1 is an algebraic integer, ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ , a, indicate its conjugates and P7=«XIi«ii>i | «,-|, then a satisfies polynomial equations with integer
coefficients and height less than or equal to 77.
Proof. Let P(x)=&0 + &ix+ • • • +&„xn indicate a polynomial with nonnegative integer coefficients of degree at most n and height M. If P'(x) is
another polynomial of the same type, we have

P(l/a)

- P'(l/a)

= A(l/a),

where .4(x) is a nontrivial polynomial with integer coefficients and height M.
If a is not a root of any polynomial with integer coefficients and height M,
Lemma 1.51 applies so that necessarily
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(1.63)

| P(i/a)

- P'(l/a)

| à

[March

l

n ii«i -ii

(n + îyH**-1

M'

On the other hand, if the (I7+l)n+1 values
0 g P(l/a)

= ôo+ bi/a + ■ • - + bn/a" < M

1 - 1/a

we obtain by varying b0, fa, • • • , bn in all possible ways are all distinct,
must be a couple of polynomials E(x) and P'(x) for which

.

.

| E(l/a) - E'(l/a) | Ú
This inequality

combined

Ma/(a

there

- 1)

(M + l)»+l - 1

with (1.63) leads to a contradiction

unless

M + 1 £ H.
1.7. We shall then search for algebraic integers for which o"= 0 and
H=aYl\"i\>i
|«¿| =2. To simplify our exposition we shall introduce the following terminology:
A polynomial E(x) with integer coefficients and leading coefficient one
will be said of "type A," if a, ai, • • • , a, being its roots we have

1 <a < 2,

a LT I «»I = 2-

A polynomial P(x) will be said of "type B," if it is of type A and in addition it is irreducible.

We note that a polynomial of type A must have a constant

term equal to

±2. In fact, it is clear that if P(x) is of type A, then E(0) = ±2 or ±1. The
latter case was excluded by E. Rodemich by the observation
implies

(1.71)

that E(0) = ± 1

n «<= ± 1/2.

I«il<l

For we must always have

«I«,I>1
n «*-±«I«,I>1
II l«<!- ±2.
However,

(1.71) is absurd since 1/2 is not an algebraic

integer.

We can finally establish the following
Lemma 1.7. If 1<«<2 is a root of a polynomial P(x) of type A, then a is
also a root of a polynomial of type B. In addition all the conjugates of a are
outside the unit circle and therefore a is not a root of a polynomial with coefficients

± 1 or 0.
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Proof. The polynomial

419

P(x) will factor in the form

P(x) = P*(x)X(x)
where P*(x) is irreducible and P*(a) =0. First of all we observe that

P*(0)-x(0) = P(0) = + 2.
However,

P*(x)

has a root greater

than one and no roots inside the unit

circle; thus

(1.72)

P*(0) = ± 2.

Thus, P*(x) is of type B.
But P*(x) has no roots on the unit circle. In fact, if e were such a root,

we would have
P*(e) = P*(l/e) = 0.
Then, the polynomials P*(x) and Q(x) =x"P*(l/x)
(n degree of P*(x))
a root in common; but this is excluded by (1.72) and the assumption

have
that

P*(x) is irreducible.
The last assertion

of the lemma is also a consequence

of the irreducibility

of P*(x).
Remark. Perhaps we should note that from this proof it also follows that
all the roots of x(x) (if any) must be roots of unity. For, because of (1.72),
they must all lie on the unit circle. But then if ei, e2, • • • , em denote all the
roots of an irreducible factor of xC*0 the numbers a, = ë{-\-t2'-\- ■ ■ ■ +e^, are
all integers and \ay\ ^m for all v. Since they satisfy a difference equation,
they necessarily form a periodic sequence(9). But this implies that the e¿'s
are roots of unity.
1.8. As a consequence of Theorem 1.2 and Lemmas 1.52, 1.7, we obtain

the following
Theorem 1.8. If a is a real root of a polynomial of type A and ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ , a,
are its conjugates, the function F(x, l/[a|)
is absolutely continuous and has a

derivative bounded by

2

Ù(l«<l-u
Trivial examples of such a are the roots of 2. The most general examples
in view of Lemma 1.7 are to be found among the roots of polynomials with
integer coefficients, leading coefficient one and constant coefficient ± 2 whose
roots lie all outside the unit circle. Such are for instance the polynomials
(9) In a block of (2m + l)m + l consecutive
length m with the same entries.

a,'s there must be at least 2 distinct blocks of
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E(x) = xp+n -

xn -

[March
2

where n and p are positive integers and max(p, n) ^2.
E. Rodemich has investigated
all polynomials of type B up to the fifth
degree and found some forty of them. Here are a few samples:
mo _L_ A-2 __

•*<

|

•4'

X

«

«A«

„

O

-y*3 __

¿J )

™~ 3/

»V

" J¿y

X

/y __

*V

O

a*3 __

Aj

*~~ ¿.A/

O«

tí/

"\~ ¿X

Z..V

__

**™~¿j

O

A.3 __

¿I.

3/

-i"

~~ 3/

"|

A.2 _i_

»4/

Let <xn=( ]Cñ+i rv)1/2 and let Mk,n for any integers

«

«t«

__

O

i- j

3/ ~~ ¿-.

1.9. We shall now show another criterion for the absolute
E(x, r) which seems of some interest. To this end we introduce
of sign distributions

I

continuity
a notation.

k, n denote

of

the number

for which
±fl

± r2 ±

- - - ± rn E

(kern, kcrn + ffn].

Then the following holds:
Theorem 1.9. A necessary and sufficient condition for F(x, r) to be absolutely
continuous with a derivative in Lp for some p>\ is that
(1.91)

lim sup (or inf)

(

¿

M¡,n)

' < eo.

It is easy to deduce from this theorem both the criterion
Kahane and our Theorem 1.2.
In fact, let as before Mn denote the number of sign distributions
(1.92)

| (±n

±r2±---±rn)-

Then we necessarily

(±n

±r2±

■ ■ • ±rn)\

of Salemsuch that

< <r».

have

(1.93)

(1/3)Mnû Ê M\,nú Mn.

For, if two numbers + ri ± r2 + • • • ± r„ fall in the same interval (kcrn, k<Tn+crn],
their difference satisfies (1.92). On the other hand, a given value +ri + r2
± ■•• ±rn must lie in some interval
(kcrn, ko-n+<rn] and any other value
±ri + r2± • • • +rn which with the former satisfies (1.92) must necessarily
lie in (kan, fern+o-„] or in one of the two adjacent intervals. Thus the criterion
of Salem-Kahane
is obtained from this theorem for p = 2.
Suppose now that mn(r)> A/2". (10) In that case in an interval of amplitude
o~nthere cannot fall more than 2vB/4 numbers of the type ±ri±r2±
•••

rfcr«.This means that

1
-Max
2VB

(10) See §1.2 for the definition of mn(r).

M* „ £ Í/A.
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And this implies

(1.91) for p— oo. Thus

also Theorem

421

1.2 follows from this

theorem.
1.10. Theorem 1.9 is a corollary of a more general theorem concerning
distribution functions. In fact, let as before y and y„ denote random variables
with distributions
P(x) and P„(x) respectively, with P(x) continuous. Assume in addition that the random variable zn = y —yn is independent
of y„

and that
2

E(zn) —»0

as

m —> oo.

In other words, assume that y„ converges

to y in the square mean. Then the

following theorem holds:
Theorem 1.10. If A n is an arbitrary sequence of positive numbers decreasing
to zero, then for a given p>l the condition

(1.101) liminf——-(
n->«

An

Z [Fn(kAnA-An) - F„(kAn)]p) *£M

P \ fc=_M

< oo

/

is sufficient to guarantee that F(x) is absolutely continuous with a derivative in

Lp. If in addition we know that
An

(1.102)

liminf——>0,
»-.«.

E{zn)

then the condition

(1 . 103)

lim SUp——■ ( Z
n-> »

A n

[Fn(kAn+ An) - Fn(kAn)]p) ^Jf<=»

" \ k-oo

'

is also necessary for F(x) to be absolutely continuous

with a derivative in Lv.

Proof. Suppose first that (1.101) is satisfied for some sequence A„ and
p<<x>. There is no loss in generality to assume that also (1.103) holds(u).
Let <p(x) be a C1 function with compact support. We then necessarily have
+0O

(1.104)

f.

+00

lim Z <t>ikAn)&Fnik,
An) = I
»-» »

k-OO

J

<p(x)dF(x)(i2).
-00

In fact, it is readily seen that
+00

/»

+00

Z <b(kAn)AFn(k,
An)= I
k—m

<b(x)dF(x)

J -oo
+00

+ Z
I—™

/» kA„

I

<t>'(x)[F(x)-Fn(kAn)]dx.

J kA—A-

(") Replacing the sequence yn by a suitable subsequence.
C2) Here and in the following the symbol AG\k, <r) for a distribution
a <r>0 is to represent the increment G(ka-\-a) —G(ka).

G(x), any real k and
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Thus (1.104) follows from the uniform continuity of F(x) together with the
uniform convergence of E„(x) to E(x). On the other hand, from Holder's inequality we obtain
+00

S

I

<t>(kAn)AFn(k,
4n)

A—co

£

\<t>(kAn)\P'^n

i—»

( Z
/

[AFn(k,An)]A .

\ k—oa

/

Passing to the limit as «—*°o and using (1.103) we deduce that
/+00

/

/» +00

4>(x)dF(x)ÚMÍ J

\

This result is sufficient to guarantee the absolute continuity
F'(x) is in Lp. As a matter of fact we get also that

a

(p-i)

| cb(x)\'i<*-»dx)

+00
[F'(x)]»dxj\1/P^

tp

of E(x) and that

M.

The p= oo case is easily taken care of. For then, (1.103) is to be written

in the form

1

-Max

AFn(k, 4n) g M < oo.

An

However,

this implies

that

for every

1 <p<

+00

^r(

\

1/p

£ [AF.fo A.)]>\ ' Ú M^p.
\ *—00
k—oo

^1B

oo

/

But we have seen that this induces the absolute continuity
.+00

of E(x) and that

\l/p

a+00 [F'(x)HxJ
\ IIP^ M(p-D/p
Passing to the limit as p—»«> we get

F'(x) ^ M (a.e.).
To prove the remaining

part of the assertion

we observe that for any x

and 4 we have

(1.106)

Pr{x < y ^ x+

The independence

A, \ zn\ g 4} Ú Pr{* - 4 < y ^ x + 2A\.

of yB and zn implies that

(1 107) Pr^ < * - * + A' '""'

- ^
= Vr{x<ynúx+A}Yi{\zn\

£ A}.
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Finally, we must also have

(1.108)

A'Pr{|Zn|

> An} ûE(zl).

Thus, if E(zn)/Al<l/2,

we can combine (1.108), (1.107), and (1.106) to ob-

tain

(1.109)

Fn(x + An) - Fn(x) Ú 2[F(x + 2A„) - F(x - An)].

We can deduce from this that for a given p > 1

[AF„(k,An)]p è 2p3p-i([AF(k+ 1, An)]p+ [AF(k, An)]p+ [AF(k - 1, An)]').
Summing with respect to k we finally obtain

(1.1010) -¿57;
■"■„

( Z

[AFn(k, An)]P)l'P

\ k=—x

'

2.31/p

/

+00

\Xlp

-^r^\k?JAF(k'An)]P)

■

The right-hand side of this inequality is readily shown to be uniformly
bounded when P(x) is absolutely continuous and F'(x)QLp. Thus the necessity part of the assertion for p < 00 is established when
lim inf An/E(zn) > 2.
n-*m

When only (1.102) is known to hold, we can certainly

find an integer

a

such that

liminf 22'aI/E(zI) > 2.
Thus the inequality (1.1010) must eventually hold when An is replaced by
2'An. The factor 2" is then easily removed by replacing (1.1010) by a weaker
inequality obtained by a successive use of the inequality

[A£„(2¿ + 1, An)]" + [AFn(2k,An)]p =i [AFn(k,2An)]p
which is always valid when p> 1.
The necessity part of the assertion for p— » follows immediately from
(1.109). Thus the proof of the theorem is complete.
1.11. Perhaps a few observations are in order concerning the implications

of this theorem.
p>\,

First of all we note that a simple argument shows that in general for any
whether F'(x) is in Lp or not, we must necessarily have

1
liminf-—-(

/ +«>
\i/p
Z [AFn(k, An)]p) > 0.
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Thus, the establishment of such an inequality as (1.103) in any particular case
may require some rather refined estimates.
For this reason, in the case that yn= Zt-i
±ßk,y= Z*=i ±ß*> j8=l/«,
1 <a<2,
to the best of our knowledge the only specific a's for which (1.91)
is known to hold for some p> 1 are the algebraic numbers of Theorem 1.8.
From the results of Erdös quoted in the introduction
it is easy to show
the existence of a whole interval (1, ao) for which (1.91) must hold for some

p>l

for almost all aG(l, <*o).
It is probably true that (1.91) holds for p = 2 for almost all aQ(l,

2);

however, so far, this is only a conjecture.
Finally, we should point out that in the case that
r = (1/or, 1/a2, • • • , 1/tf», • • • )

the numbers Mk,n defined in 1.9 can be taken,
to the number of sign distributions for which

for each k and n, to be equal

k < ± a ± a2 ± ■ ■ ■ ± a" £ k+

and the condition

(1.91) in this case can be written
+00

(1.111)

1

in the form

2nP

Z<»=áM——.
00
«»(P-l)

*—

2. A criterion for the singularity of P(x, r). 2.1. We have seen that if the
components
n, r2, ■ ■ ■ , rn, • ■ • of r are independent
over the numbers
+1, 0, in some strong sense, then P(x, r) is necessarily absolutely continuous.
We shall now take the opposite viewpoint. We shall assume the presence of
an evergrowing number of relations and prove that the singularity of £(x, r)
necessarily follows.
Clearly these criteria may leave a wide gap in the general case. Nevertheless, in the case r=(ß, ß2, ■ ■ ■ , ßn, ■ ■ ■) no examples are known which do
not fall within the reach of one of these two criteria.
It is probably the case that the sequence ß, ß2, ■ ■ ■ , ß", ■ ■ • has such
properties of rigidity that the function P(x, ß) may be either singular in a
bad way or absolutely continuous in some tame way.
2.2. Given a sequence r = (ri, r2, ■ ■ ■ , r„, • • • ) and an integer p>l vre
shall decompose the random variable y(w, r) = ZiT-i ±>"n(13)in the sum
y(w, r) = zx + z2 + • • • + zN + • • •

where
p
ZN = Z

(Í l)rW-l)p+n-

n-1

(") By w we denote a sequence ±1, ±1, +!,•••.
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Let us suppose that the sequence r is such that each random
takes only a <2P values
12

a

zn, zn, • • • , zjv
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variable zn

(cr independent

of N)(u)

with probabilities
p\ p2, ■ - ■, p"

(independent of N)(u)

It will be convenient, for any integer r, to let DT denote the finite probability space consisting of the equally probable elements 1, 2, • • • , r. We

shall also set
D* = Dr X Dr X ■ ■ • X Dr

(n times)

and again consider all elements equally probable. The space of all sequences

(±, ±1, • • • , +1) (n times) shall be identified with 7>£.
2.3. Under our assumptions

the sum

fov = Zi + z2 + • • • + zn
originates and obvious map $>of DNp onto D„. If 10= (ai, a2, • • • , a^ED^"
we shall set zk(w)= ^;.1tt(t.i)!H.,rMrt,
and $w = (ii, i2, • • -, iN) if and

only if
zk(w) = zk

k = 1, 2, • • • , N.

Let A\JB = D0, AC\B = 0 be a partition of D, and pA= JlkeA Pk. For
given integers N, q with 1 èqèN
we define a subset of DnEn,h (depending
upon the partition 4, B) as follows:

A point £=(*i, i2, • ■ ■, Ín) of DN will be put in £#,, if and only if exactly
q of the ik fall in A. If 5 is a set containing a finite number of elements, by
v(S) we shall denote the number of elements of S. We then have that

(2.31)

v(EN.q) = Cn.MA)]<[o- - v(A)]*-*.

We shall define a subset EN\ of DNpby setting
Eiv,a = {w: $w G Ejv,,}.

The probability that $wEEN,q is given by

(2.32)

Pr[£^!j = CN,qPl(i - Pa)N~".

For a given function 1 <y(N) <N we shall set

Ear =

U En,q
qiy(ff)

(") These assumptions may seem rather restrictive, but they are adopted to simplify the
exposition that follows. Similar results can be obtained by replacing these equalities with suita-

ble inequalities.
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and

Eat =

U

EN,q.

Since the sets En,9, Ej¡¡\ of D" and DNp are clearly disjoint,

in view of

(2.31) and (2.32) we have that

(2.33)

v(EN)= £

(2.34)

Pr(E^) =

Cn.MaMo- - V(A)]*-°,

£

Cs,,Pa{1 - Pa)N~*.

«TWO

2.4. The equalities (2.33) and (2.34) yield immediately
singularity of E(x, r) which applies in the case that £"_i

a criterion for the
r»< °°. In fact we

have the following
Theorem 2.4. If the partition A and the sequence y(N) can be chosen in
such a way that

(2.41)

lim (
AT-»

(2.42)

£

rk)

\k-Np+l

/

£

CN.q[v(A)]*[cr- v(A)Y~q = 0,

iiT(iV)

lim sup £
#-»«

CN.qPl(l - Pa)"'" > 0

ííy(ÍV)

iÄen E(x, r) is necessarily singular.

Proof. Considering each DKp and its subsets naturally
7>" =D2XD2X ••• we can define without abuse of language

imbedded

in

y(Es) = {y: y = y(w, r), w E EN}.

Since yEy(EN) only if \y(w)-ÇN(w)\ ^ ET-atp+i ?k and wEEN in view of
(2.33) the Lebesgue measure of y(EN) will satisfy the inequality

m[y(EN)]ú2l

£

r*) £

Cw.,(i>U))«(<r
- v{A))«-*.

On the other hand the probability that y(w, r)Ey(EN) is certainly
than the probability that $wEEN so that in view of (2.34) we have

Vx(y(EN))
= f

dF(x,r) £ £

not less

CV.,J>1(1
- E^"'.

Thus the singularity of E(x, r) follows readily from the assumptions.
2.5. The theorem of last section can be strengthened to include the case
in which £"_i r„ diverges. To this end we shall need a useful lemma. Let
yn, y, zn = y—y„, E(x) and EB(x) be defined as in the beginning of §1.10. Then

the following holds:
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Lemma 2.5. If An is any sequence decreasing to zero, then F(x) has a singular
part only if the following condition is satisfied:
Condition S. There exists a y>0 such that for any integer no and e>0 it is
possible to find a set of integers S such that for some n>no

(2.51)

(a) Y,àFn(k,An)

>y

(2.52)

(b) v(S) = Z 1 á e/An.

On the other hand if

(2.53)

lim inf aI/E(z\) > 0
B—»oo

then condition S is also sufficient to guarantee the singularity of F(x).
Proof. If P(x) has a singular part, there exists ay>0 such that for any
€ there is a disjoint finite union of open intervals 0 = 1)^ (7<=(a,-, £>,)) such
that /odP(x) >y, Z» (bi —aA <e. Since P(x) is a uniform limit of P„(x) if we

define &"„=(sup k such that kAnúaA,
we get that

and &*„=(inf k such that kAn~^bA

6

Ki,n

and therefore,

a

» Oi,

after n is large enough,

Ri,n

» ai

not only the intervals

are disjoint, but if we let 5 = U< [k: kai¡núk^k\n —l\

(&£„A„, &*„Á„)

we have also (2.51)

and (2.52).
Suppose now that condition S is satisfied and that (2.53) holds. It is no
loss of generality to assume that there is an integer ir such that

tA\ ^ 2E(zl).
By the independence
whatever
(2.54)

of y„ and z„ = y—y„ we get (as in §1.10) that for any x

Fn(x + xAn) - Fn(x) g 2[F(x + 2rAn) - F(x - ttAb)].

Given a set 5 let us define S~", S~r+1, • • • , S2r by setting

S" = {h:k + p = h, k QS}

(¡i - - r, -r + 1, • • •, 2tt).

In view of (2.51) and (2.54) we have that
■r

y < J^AFn(k/T,wAn)è 2 Z Z AF(¿,An).
kes

ii-rkes"

This implies that for at least one u we must have

Z AF(k, An) > y/orr.
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Because of (2.52) we get
£

An < Í.

¡fees'1

This result implies that F(x) is not absolutely continuous. Thus the proof of
the lemma is complete.
2.6. With the notation of §2.3 we can state the following strengthened
version of Theorem 2.4.

Theorem 2.6. If the partition A and the sequence y(N) can be chosen in
such a way that

(2.61)

lim(efí)

£

AT->» \k-Np+í

(2.62)

lim sup

/

£

G,.MAM*

- v(A)Y~*= 0,

íi-Htf)

CV,sEx(l - Pa)"''

> 0

then F(x, r) is necessarily singular.

Proof. We shall set 4B = (£t"_AVl/t)1/2,

n = Np. For each N we let

Sn= {k: [kAn, kAn+A„)3^N(w)
for some wEEN).
At worst each interval
(kA„, &4B+4n] may contain only one value of Çn(w); thus in any case

£

i á

kBSff

£

cN.q(v(A)Y(cr - v(A)y-q.

qiy(.N)

On the other hand the probability of f N(w) falling in an interval (kA B,kA„+A„]
with kESN is certainly

not less than that of Çn(w) falling in the same interval

and in addition wEEn. This implies that

£

AFn(k, An) à

k£SN

£

CnAPaWI

- Pa)n-*.

qiy(If)

Thus the conclusion of the theorem can be deduced from Lemma 2.5.
2.7. We can give the conditions (2.61) and (2.62) a slightly weaker but
more explicit form.
In fact, it is easy to see that for a given 0 <ß < 1 the condition

lim

£

Cat^I

- ß)N-> > 0

pretty much determines the growth of y(N). For our purposes,
tion A, there is no need to let y(N) grow any faster than

(2.71)

given a parti-

y(N) = PAN + QN1'2

for some Q>0. This will assure the validity of (2.62).
On the other hand, from familiar

estimates

on the binomial

we obtain that, if y(N) is given by (2.71) and a<E¿<l

distribution
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Ch,<*(1 - a)»'«
//r

.

r 1 -

-°((^fe:J

a y-PAyr

a

1 _ p -|Qtf"\

)[tat^\ )-

Now, given a set of probabilities p1, p2, • ■ • , p' and supposing that they
are not all equal, we can always pick a set of indices in such a way that

(2.73)

^

v(A)

ieA

a

Pa = Zp<> —

For such a choice of A, setting

'

a = v(A)/a in (2.72), from Theorem

2.6 we

deduce
Theorem
a way that

2.7. If the partition A and the number Q>0 can be chosen in such

limV ¿ A"f(!MA'Y.zMpr

tf—

(

\*-¡Vm

/

LVoPx/

\a-aPA/

4)

A

[>(¿)(1 - Pa)!"""
lPA(a - v(A))j

m 0

then the function F(x, r) is necessarily singular.

In any case, if
/

(2.75)

A

oM Z

2\1/2

'*)

=o(\)

from Theorem 2.6 it is easy to deduce that F(x, r) is singular. However, this
result is quite trivial, for if (2.75) is known to hold, it can be readily inferred
that the range of the random variable Z"-i i^» is a set of measure zero.
Stronger results can be deduced from Theorem 2.7 when the probabilities
Pl, P2i ' ' ' i P" are n°t all equal. In fact, in this case, in view of (2.73), the
product

may even grow exponentially without affecting the singularity of P(x, r).
2.8. As a first example we shall study the function P(x, 1/a) when
Ka<2
is a Pisot-Vijayaraghavan
number. We can show that in this case
the singularity of P(x, 1/a) can be attributed to the fact that the numbers
, a"

satisfy

(as n—>oo) a rapidly growing number

cients ± 1 or 0.

of linear relations

with coeffi-
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In fact, when l<a<2
is a Pisot-Vijayaraghavan
number, Lemma 1.6
yields the known result (see [ll]) that a satisfies polynomial equations with
integer coefficients and height 1.
On the other hand, from Lemma 1.51 it is easy to deduce that the number
of distinct values of ±a±a2±
• ■ • ±ap cannot grow any faster than yap,
where 7 depends only on a. Thus for a given integer p we get cr^yap. We also

obtain

( i „f S*f>
V-A-p+l

/

where L is a suitable constant.
Finally, it turns out that for any Pisot-Vijayaraghavan
number 1 <a<2,
by a suitable choice of the integer p and the partition A, we can make the
quantity
M4)yyi

- v(A)/cr\1-p*

\~7Fa) \ 1 - Pa )
arbitrarily small(16); in particular less than y. Thus Theorem 2.7 applies.
2.9. Another interesting example is obtained in the case that r is a sequence of the type
r = (pi, pi, • • • 1 pi; P2, P2, • • •, P2; • • • ; PN, PN, • ■ •, pn; • • ■ )

where each term appears repeated the same number of times, say p times for
some p^2. Setting p —(pi, pi, • • • , pn, • • • ) we see that in this case our
random variable y(w, r) decomposes in the sum
y(w, r) = yi(w, p) + y2(w, p) + ■ - - + yp(w, p)

where y,(w, p)= £¡°_i ±p„ (i=i, 2, ■ • • , p) are independent
distributed random variables. Therefore

F(x, r) = F(x, P)XF(x, p)X • • • XF(x, p)

and equally

(p times).

As an application of our considerations we obtain estimates on the number
of times we can convolute a given singular distribution E(x, p) with itself and
still be sure that the resulting convolution will be singular. In fact, using the
notation of §2.2, we set
zn = ± pn ± pn ± ■ • ■ ± pn

and observe that each zn takes only the p+\

(p times)

values

zn = (-p + 2k)PN
with respective

probabilities

(u) This result can be easily deduced from Lemma 2.5.

(k = 0,l,---,p)
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Thus Theorem 2.7 applies.
It is easy to see that, to get the best results, for a given p the following
extremum problem has to be solved. Namely, an integer a has to be found
which minimizes the quantity
/

pa

y./i

-

\p + 1 - a)

\

p„y-f.

2a

)

where
p—a

i

Po = Z — Cp*.
k-a

Without solving this extremum
upon the condition

I

problem we see that Theorem

2.7 improves

(p +
which assures that the range of y(w, r) is a set of measure zero.
The implications of Theorem 2.7 for this particular example can be reassumed in the following statement (which is readily established by use of
standard estimates on the binomial distribution).
There exists a sequence of numbers ßx, ß2, • • • , ßp which can be taken so that

1
— = o((p + 1)')
ßp

for any a > 1/2

and such that if the sequence p — (px, p2, ■ ■ • , pn, • • • ) satisfies the condition

CA
Z
-N+X

for some p^2

2\1/2 AT
NVt
Pk) ßp = 0(y
) as N -» «
/

and 7> 1, then the distribution function

Fp(x, p) = F(x, p)XF(x, p)X ■ • ■ XF(x, p)
is singular.
The reader may refer to [3] for a further application

(p times)
of Theorem 2.7.
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